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Spring Cleaning
Adventures at Home
Description:

Spring is a time where flowers bloom, birds chirp, and we all do our Spring cleaning.
Let's clean out a cabinet/shelf/dresser, declutter and reorganize using a box or laundry
basket, lift and separate what you want, fill up the trash can, and whistle while you
work! Let your child help out to the best of their ability and give them support as
needed. When you're done, ask them what their favorite part of the activity was.

Materials:

Laundry basket, Clothes/objects to put inside

Tips to Support:
Speech

Vocab and category concepts: Sort! Divide up the laundry by clothing type, by color,
by owner. Talk about the specific names of each item, and the names of the categories
you create. Model making comments about the laundry, and encourage your child to
make comments too.

PT

Heavy work: Have your child help push/carry the laundry basket to the washing
machine. The basket gives them resistance to work against, which helps them get
stronger. It also challenges them to move and hold onto something at the same tie,
which improves coordination.
Reaching/Lifting: Pick up objects and putting them into a basket/box

OT

Eye-Hand Coordination: Place a laundry basket 3 feet from your child and have them
toss a ball of socks into the laundry basket. Modify the activity by moving the laundry
basket closer or farther in distance to your child. Depending on their developmental
level they can toss the socks underhand or overhand using two hands or one hand. Try
to create a “just right challenge.” You want them to have success by getting some
socks into the basket, not too hard or too easy.

Psych

Executive functioning: Set realistic and attainable goals while spring cleaning. Assign
specific tasks, write them down on a visual checklist, and break down each goal into
manageable tasks (i.e. bedroom). Use the visual checklist a
 nd write in your own tasks.
These activities increase your child’s planning and organizational abilities.
Cooperation: Read the book Clifford’s Spring Clean Up with your child. After
reading/listening to the book, discuss how the characters were able to work together to
do their spring cleaning!

Behavior

First/Then: If your child shows resistance to the task, use a first/then statement and/or
visual support (ex: First we clean your closet, then we can (preferred activity)).
Attention: Provide small breaks in between each drawer or after so many minutes in
order to help your child attend to the task and not become overwhelmed.
Making choices: Present 2 choices (vocally and/or holding up items) and ask what
your child wants to keep. Your child can make their choice using gestures (pointing),
vocally, with pictures, or with their AAC device.
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Puddles All Around
Adventures at Home
Description:

After a rainy day we see puddles all around us. Try going outside to find some and
splash through them! If you’d rather stay inside, try wadding up a sheet or towel to
make your own puddle. You can jump in it, walk/roll through it, or dance all around
it! Let your child help out to the best of their ability and give them support as
needed. When you're done, ask them what was their favorite part of the activity.

Materials:

Rain boots, towel, cardboard, paper plates, blankets, paper

Tips to Support:
Speech

Concepts: before/after, outside/inside, around/through, in/out, wet/dry
While playing in the “puddles” place an emphasis on the listed concepts. Give out
directions to check understanding or have your child give you directions to follow
with the target concepts!

PT

Strength and Coordination: “Splash in puddles” - Try hopping or jumping to get
to the door and pretend to splash in puddles. If there are some puddles outside,
then bring out your rain boots and try splashing in them! Jumping is a great way to
work on bilateral coordination and working the “fast twitch” muscle fibers to
strengthen your legs.

OT

Pretend Play, Bilateral Coordination, and Symbol Recognition: Create your
own imaginary puddles using items available around the house such as craft foam,
cardboard, paper plate scarves, blankets or printouts. Have your child step or jump
to each imaginary puddle. Mix it up by having different types of imaginary puddle
items to step or jump on. To increase the challenge, draw a symbol such as a
shape or a letter onto the imaginary puddle and have your child label the symbol
they landed on or make the sound of the letter. Play puddle jumping ‘stop and go’
by turning music on and off. Another idea is to make it into a movement activity
(e.g. hop 5 times on the triangle shape, balance on one foot).

Psych

Behavior

Negotiation skills: Have your child and one other child (or adult) take turns to
splash in the puddle or make it a game of who can find the most puddles. Your
child will be using their negotiation and turn-taking skills in working with others.
Mindfulness: While it's raining, notice how raindrops fall on grass and puddles.
Stop and listen to the sounds coming from the rain and the puddles it is creating.
Take some deep breaths and recognize all the sensations in your body.
Problem Solving: Before you start, explain the activity to your child. You can say
“It will be so fun to jump in puddles! But wait - our shoes will get all wet - what
should we do?” OR If you aren’t going to go outside, you can ask them “It’s not
raining, but let’s still jump in puddles. What can we use around the house to be a
puddle?”
Waiting: Practice waiting skills before you start jumping. If your child is attempting
to jump without you giving the go ahead, tell them “wait”, count up or down from a
specific number, and then say “Ok, now we can jump!”
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Time Capsule
Adventures at Home

Description:

It seems like every day is different and everything is changing. Try pressing the
pause button and capture what you’re doing and where you are today. You can find
a box or a can and fill it with things that represent this point in time. When you’re
done, put it away somewhere to find another time. Let your child help out to the
best of their ability and give them support as needed. When you're done, ask them
what was their favorite part of the activity.

Materials:

Box or other containers

Tips to Support:
Speech

Following Directions: Based on ability level, put a different spin on the activity
and turn it into a following directions activity. Can your child follow 1-step
directions? 2-step directions? Want to change it up? Have your child practice giving
the directions to you. Make sure the directions are clear and concise. Then, switch
roles! Let your child boss you around by giving you directions.

PT

Balance and agility: When you’re ready to hide the box, look all around for where
to put it, look under beds or couches, or even dig a hole outside. Squatting,
standing, and crawling to look for a place to hide the box challenges your child to
try a variety of positions while remaining balanced.

OT

Visual Scanning and Fine Motor: (Decorating the Time Capsule): Make this
into a fun activity using what you have in and around the house! Have your child
look around the house and visually scan items needed to create the time capsule.
You can modify the activity, making it easier by setting out items that can be seen
in plain sight. Tools can include scissors, glue, paper, markers, crayons, stickers,
glitter, printouts, magazines, popsicle sticks, pipe cleaners. Think about simple, fun
items to place inside the time capsule. If too young to understand the concept of a
time capsule, your child will have fun collecting items and placing the item in a box.

Psych

Social skills: Have your child come up with a list of their favorite things from this
year (or the past week) and compare notes with someone else’s list. This is a great
back and forth activity that prompts your child to do active listening and hear other’s
perspectives.
Self-reflection: As you are collecting things that represent where you are today,
self-reflect. How do you feel at the present time? Is there anything I would do
differently today? Name one thing you are grateful for.
Goal-setting: Take 3 sheets of paper (or 3x5 cards). Ask your child to use the time
capsule to support goal setting. 1) one thing you would like to improve; 2)
Something new you would like to do this year; 3) What makes you unique or
special? Provide examples if needed and have students make pictures to go along
with their goals. Then, pick a date in the future (i.e. last day of school) to open the
cards up from an envelope and reflect on their goals.
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Time Capsule
Adventures at Home
Behavior

Schedules: Use a visual schedule with pictures or words showing what you will be
doing (1. Find a box/container, 2. Choose 3-5 items, 3. Find a special spot for the
container)
Functional Communication: Support your child in using their mode of
communication (gestures, sign, words, pictures, AAC device) to say what they want
to put in the time capsule, to ask for help if they need ideas, and to tell you if they
need a break.
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Going on a Bug Hunt
Adventures at Home
Description:

The world is full of creatures, big and small! Try looking for insects in your
neighborhood or your backyard. Enjoy the sunshine and see what’s out in the world
around you! Let your child help out to the best of their ability and give them support
as needed. When you're finished, ask them what was their favorite part of the
activity.

Materials:

none

Tips to Support:
Speech

Expanding Language: Have your child put the insect he/she sees in a sentence.
Want to take it up a notch? Ask them to include modifiers such as
size/shape/color/location in his/her sentences.

PT

Coordination: Try imitating the creatures that you see, roll like a rollie pollie, jump
like a grasshopper, and crawl like an ant. These movements all rely on a
coordinated sequence of movements that challenge the whole body

OT

Picture Guide Movement Activity: Having a guide or printout may help
encourage children to engage in the scavenger hunt, or give them more visual
clues to identify bugs. Have them collect small non-living items in an empty egg
carton. Picture Guide Nature Scavenger Hunt

Psych

Role-play: Organize a gardening area with any gardening tools (toys) you may
have, watering cans, empty pots for plants, etc. You may add gloves for gardening,
a hat, part of a hose, knee protectors for gardening, and any other materials you
have related to gardening. Have your child pretend they’re a gardener. Role-play
can support children in social skills, empathy for others, and foster creativity.
Social skills: Write down or take pictures of all the bugs you find. Play a guessing
game of the ones you found. To start, think of one of the bugs you discovered and
provide 2-3 clues to your partner (i.e. I have wings and am colorful).

Behavior

Following rules: Set out rules and expectations before you begin. Let your child
know that while outside everyone needs to be safe (hold hands while crossing the
street, walk safely), be responsible (listen to mom/dad, clean up when done), and
be respectful (use nice words, help each other). Praise your child during the activity
for following the rules
Imitation: Model appropriate sounds or phrases when you find a bug (ex: “Ah!”,
“Oh look I found one!”). You can also model appropriate gestures (ex:
clapping/smiling/showing a surprised face, pointing towards the bug, etc.). Support
your child to do the same when they find a bug.
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Friends and Family
Adventures at Home

Description:

It’s always a great time to think about the family and friends that we love. Celebrate
today by talking to someone you love, making a card, or sending them a funny gif.
Spread a little cheer today in whatever way you want :) Let your child help out to
the best of their ability and give them support as needed. When you're done, ask
them what was their favorite part of the activity.

Materials:

Paper/craft supplies, phone

Tips to Support:
Speech

Social Skills-Identifying Emotions: happy, sad, surprised, disappointed
Imagine together and discuss how pets and family members might be feeling.
What are the clues (their words, their facial expressions, their actions) that help us
guess how others are feeling?

PT

Endurance: “Look for loved ones” by playing hide-and-seek! Moving around the
home to find a sibling or parent makes “the seeker” move and search for an
extended period of time.
Arm strength/head control: If Hide-and-seek isn’t your thing, try reaching to get
pictures of loved ones off a table or from a family member. Or, if you’re working on
head control, try looking side to side at pictures of loved ones on a bookshelf.

OT

Upper Body Strength/Fine Motor (Craft Exchange): Have your child make and
create cards, badges, collages, pictures for their siblings, grandparents, or cousins.
Instead of working at a table or desk, tape the papercraft on a flat vertical surface
such as the wall, cabinet or window as they create their masterpiece. Working on a
vertical surface improves upper body strength and visual attention.

Psych

Goal-setting/Kindness: Have your child decide on how many random acts of
kindness they could achieve for the week (i.e. 3 acts of kindness goals they could
achieve). They could develop a chart to use to keep track and add a checkmark or
a sticker to the chart. For example, deliver a virtual hug to a grandparent, write a
thank you note or a letter of gratitude.
Role Playing: Children sometimes need practice being kind, especially if examples
are not evident in their lives. Give them simple scenarios they can act out or play a
kindness game using Kindness Cards (examples provided and one blank for you to
print and create your own).

Behavior

Attention: When practicing kindness, make sure to set up the environment for
success by removing distractions as needed, so your child is attentive to the task
and/or person
Social skills: Encourage perspective taking by having your child think about how
their actions affect others. How does it make someone feel when you give them a
card? How does it make someone feel when you play a game with them? How
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Friends and Family
Adventures at Home
does it make someone feel when you use their things without asking? Etc.
Reinforcement/Compliments: Praise your child for the actions they do that you
want to encourage (“Great job cleaning your room!” “Nice sitting down for dinner
when I asked”) You can also have them practice (“Thank you for cooking dinner
Dad”, “I like it when you share your toys with me brother”)
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Kindness Cards
Children sometimes need practice being kind, especially if examples are not evident in their lives. Give them simple
scenarios they can act out or play a kindness game using these Kindness Cards. Three sample cards are provided.
Use the Blank cards to come up with your own.

Compliment
Someone

Ideas: Write notes to your
neighbors offering words of
encouragement. Call family
members. Help feed
your pets. Clean the dishes.

Help Cook
Dinner

Write a Note of
Gratitude to
Someone

Spring Cleaning Checklist

